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Experience is Everything
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activities to help build connections,
enhance communication and inject
creativity into remote working and
virtual events.
Our in-house Design Studio also
provides creative solutions, both
online and offline, including graphic
design, websites, presentation support,
animation and video production.
We can custom-build bespoke online
events and engagement activities, or
tailor many of the activities to suit
your objectives, audience and brand.

Team Challenges
”

App based gamification and handson activities to involve audiences of
all sizes in online team challenges
designed to drive social engagement
and effective teamwork.

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

When face to face interaction
at live events isn’t possible but
engaging your team remains
a priority, we can provide
effective online solutions.

We have a variety of tools, ideas and
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BUILDING TEAM
ENGAGEMENT
THROUGH VIRTUAL
”
EVENTS
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INFOTAINMENT

Looking for Virtual Conferences and Meetings?
For more information on how we can help with
your next digital conference, meeting or event
Meetings & Events, ‘Going Live & Online’

View Brochure

ENTERTAINMENT

experience, please see our Guide to Virtual

TEAM
CHALLENGES

RACE AROUND THE WORLD

VIRTUAL ESCAPE ROOM

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

As part of this online activity,
each
team
”
must help their “Explorer” get across
the globe before the time runs out.

For this unique team building
”
experience, participants will be
given access to an interactive app.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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participants will need to answer questions and solve challenges

work together to solve cryptic tasks, riddles and puzzles with the

in a bid to win the maximum amount of points available.

goal of escaping this virtual escape room.

To help with your quest, teams must take notice of online

Throughout the activity participants will need to unpick

bulletins and assess information shown on the game map.

evidence and avoid the curveballs that come their way.

Under the pressure of time, this activity is a great way

Image recognition and augmented reality will be used,

to achieve learning outcomes such as collaborative

as teams scan objects to crack codes and move

strategic thinking, effective communication and

through the game. If assistance is needed, points

planning.

can be exchanged for clues – but don’t use up too

INFOTAINMENT

Using this alongside video conferencing technology, teams will

EVENT IN A BOX
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Working together to complete this three-level challenge,

many if you want to be top of the leaderboard!

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 90
MINS

TEAM
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Each team is a specialist
‘Remote
”
Virtual Hacker Unit’, called in
to complete a secret mission.

Test your virtual survival
instincts
in
a
”
race against time. Work together with your
team to crack the code, find your location
and complete the rescue mission!

You must rescue the trapped gamer locked in a virtual reality game
and return him to the real world. Teammates must work together
to decipher and communicate solutions, unlocking doors inside
the cyberspace maze.
Using video conferencing alongside the Infinite Loop
different virtual puzzle challenges and must describe

separated from your hiking guide. With a storm setting in and
nightfall approaching, you become increasingly disorientated
and lose your direction of travel.
As the storm worsens and temperatures drop, you’re

these to their team members within the online

forced to abandon your expedition in search of help.

conference breakout room before time runs out!

By now, energy levels are depleting, and supplies are

INFOTAINMENT

platform, one team member at a time will be faced with

Midway through an arctic expedition, your team has become

EVENT IN A BOX
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ARCTIC ESCAPE

EVENT IN A BOX
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INFINITE LOOP

EVENT IN A BOX
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running very low. Will you escape the Cold, only

90 - 150
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

time will tell!

TEAM
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GLOBE RUNNER

CSI SPACE ODYSSEY

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Fast-paced and entertaining
team
challenge
to
”
connect remote teams, as players race across
the globe completing as many tasks as possible.

CSI Space Odyssey takes
participants
”
on a murder mystery adventure inside
a deserted spaceship.

EVENT IN A BOX
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Attractive graphics and escape room style riddles guarantee all

the online platform, as the Run the Globe app guides gameplay

players are engaged throughout.

across a virtual map of the world.

Guided by the app, teams combine their collective strengths,
working through successive game levels to unravel the

carrying out a variety of interactive individual and team

evidence. Each level unlocks 3D animations revealing

tasks on arrival at each selected location.

uncharted sectors of the ship, prompted questions and

With the added element of competition across all

associated conundrums.

teams, points are racked up through completion

Constant communication is vital as teams puzzle

of the various checkpoints, with winners

through clues in the form of online dossiers,

announced at the end of the game.

animated videos and cryptic puzzles.

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 90
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

Teams must strategically choose which countries to visit,

EVENT IN A BOX
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Team members will need to collaborate effectively with through

TEAM
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As the newest recruits to
MI5,
your
mission
”
- should you choose to accept it - is to
capture an Agent who has gone rogue.

Teams sharpen their deductive
reasoning
”
in this immersive 3D whodunnit. Teams
attempt to solve the mystery of the death
of Enrique Gonzalez at his Hacienda.

Obtain evidence to substantiate your claim, pin down his location
and capture him before he makes his escape!
David Goodman, your MI5 handler, has given you access to
a top-secret dashboard with different pieces of evidence
(photographs, psyche report, CCTV, internet history,
through and cross-reference in your teams in order to
find our Rogue Agent's identity, uncover his crimes
and locate his whereabouts.

Hacienda looking for clues. The game app presents teams with
riddles and challenges. Solutions to riddles and challenges
unlock hints that will help teams to solve the mystery.
Moving through each room of the 3D Hacienda, teams
find items that will also help them in their quest.
Teams use deductive reasoning and team consensus
to eliminate suspects. The team who accurately

INFOTAINMENT

newspaper articles, websites) which you will need to sift

Using a web-based 3D Virtual Touring Platform teams explore the

EVENT IN A BOX
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CSI HACIENDA
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ROGUE AGENT
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answer the challenges the fastest will discover

60 - 90
MINS

20 +
PEOPLE

90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

the truth and be the winner.

TEAM
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GLOBAL FESTIVAL GAME

The Quickfire Olympics
game
matrix
cleverly
”
encourages remote engagement through the
responsibility of the team ‘passing the game
baton’ from one player to the next between
game rounds within the game.

Prove you and your team
are
the
ultimate
”
festival goers – visit stages, discover acts
and solve puzzles to come out on top.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

Teams go head-to-head during five ‘Olympic Heats’ with
seven different ‘tasks’ per heat, all administered through
range from fast-paced multiple choice quiz questions,
collaborative photo shoots, and creative video
performances. Players must stay agile, consider
their strategy wisely, win points and push

discovering acts and solving riddles or challenges - assignments,
photo and video challenges or true or false facts.
Each team has a ‘Programme Planner’ who will determine
which stages and challenges to visit. A team of ‘Festival
Freaks’ will look for the solutions to the challenges on
the Festival website. After 60 minutes, the festival
day comes to an end. We’ll then look back at the
many amusing images and videos submitted by
teams and declare the winning group.

the time runs out!  
60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

90 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

themselves to the top of the podium before

festival virtual experience, visiting as many stages as possible,

INFOTAINMENT

our user-friendly and completely brandable app. Tasks

Welcome to our Global Festival Game. You and your team get a full

EVENT IN A BOX
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QUICKFIRE OLYMPICS

EVENT IN A BOX
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In this immersive and interactive
”
virtual escape game, your servers
have been locked down!

This unique challenge includes
a
30-minute
”
microbreak to encourage participants to get
away from their computer and head outdoors
to complete photo and video challenges.

Participants will be given just 60 minutes to solve challenging
puzzles to help unlock the servers. As they progress, more levels
will be opened with increasing difficulty as they are bombarded
with new missions whilst they race against the clock.
The aim of this game is to collect letters throughout
final level is reached. Players must use their logic,

home or in the office, this activity is a great way to bring your
colleagues together for 60 minutes of questions and challenges
that will have them working together, being creative and
getting some fresh air along the way.

intelligence, dexterity and observation skills to
make their way out…

4+
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

45 - 60
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

in order to help you crack the password once the

A remote activity with a difference. Whether participants are at

EVENT IN A BOX
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BEAT THE SCREEN

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

THE HACKER

EVENT IN A BOX
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ALL STAR CHALLENGE

TEAM WELLNESS

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

The All Star Challenge” is an entertaining
experience that will keep your virtual
team energised and engaged.

This is a fun and engaging
team
”
activity during which you will complete
challenges focused on wellbeing.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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in 5 different categories against the clock. All the challenges are

ideas for a healthy diet, posture and movement, connecting with

designed to bring out laughter and promote a great team spirit

nature and the importance of taking time out during the day to

whilst adding a little pinch of competition!

boost energy levels.

With a whirlwind of different themes and choices and

The session works to improve your ability to adapt

teams must race to score as many points as possible.

to frequent change, develop skills for smoother
communication, create a positive emotional
environment and help people stay calm and maintain
energy levels.

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

45 - 60
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

The tasks focus on a range of wellbeing topics including practical

EVENT IN A BOX
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Teams compete against each other to complete 30 fun challenges
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PEAK PERFORMANCE

MOB ESCAPE

EVENT IN A BOX
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A highly engaging, interactive
online
”
team-based game designed specifically
for remote teams.

Teams race to complete” a variety of escape
room style challenges in this captivating
mobile device-based escape game.

EVENT IN A BOX
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Using an online platform, Mob Escape begins with a mysterious

specifically for remote teams, with a focus on enhancing

video informing teams that they are incriminated in the perfect

leadership skills & team dynamics through experiential learning.

heist. After a briefing from the host, teams have a limited time

Teams must manage resources and monitor ever-changing

to to develop an alibi.
Guided by the app, they set out on a journey, completing

summit of Everest before returning safely to base camp.

challenges that will gain them points, whilst piecing

Due to the game’s complexity of and the number of

together the true events of how the robbery had been

variables, team members take on specific roles and

carried out.

acquire as much knowledge as possible. They must
then effectively communicate information to the
entire team, enabling them to form a cohesive

60 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

successfully, they may work out the
whereabouts of the stolen diamonds!

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

strategy.

And in a final twist, if teams can collaborate

INFOTAINMENT

conditions as they instruct their expedition guides to the

EVENT IN A BOX
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A highly engaging, interactive online team-based game designed
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CSI : VIRTUALLY KILLED

JURY DUTY

EVENT IN A BOX
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Immerse your team, push
boundaries
and
”
open your eyes to the challenges faced by
Detectives and Crime Scene Investigators.

Under the Justice Act (2020)
you
have
”
been summoned as a remote juror for
a new kind of online trial.

EVENT IN A BOX
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forensic scientists, is a highly immersive and thrilling experience

accused, and come to a conclusion. Is he guilty or not guilty? And

and the closest you’ll get to solving a real crime.

is there more to this case than meets the eye?

Be entertained and captivated through a series of forensic

You will have to work through the evidence provided.

challenges, including analysing statements and comparing

With this information you will then be given access to

fingerprints, giving you the opportunity to solve the case

the defendant to ask him questions about the case. As

through the actual methods employed by real Crime

this is going on, members of the audience are being

Scene Investigators.

contacted via text and emails from people trying to
sway the jury. It is up to the Jury to decide who is

INFOTAINMENT

You and your fellow jurors must review the evidence, speak to the

EVENT IN A BOX
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Virtually Killed, created by senior ex Scotland Yard Detectives and

telling the truth, how to crack the conspiracy and
ultimately if a man should spend time

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

90
MINS

UP TO 20
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

behind bars!
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VIRTUAL SURVIVAL

THE DOME FROM HOME

EVENT IN A BOX
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Bear Grylls’ Virtual Survival
Challenge
”
brings a mix of creative tasks and challenges
that puts teams’ survival skills to the test.

The Dome From Home” is a virtual
team challenge, based on the popular
Crystal Maze TV Show.

EVENT IN A BOX
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learning, offer advice and ensure maximum participation. It begins

Maze’s very own Maze Masters as you travel through a virtual

with explaining why we must never forget the order of our

tour of The Crystal Maze’s four famous Zones, completing

priorities when stuck in a survival situation.

challenges and collecting crystals.

Teams complete various survival themed tasks and bonus

Your journey will finish with a visit to the iconic Crystal

challenges to earn points to determine if they will sink or

Dome. This experience gives you the opportunity to

survive. The activity culminates with a quiz, combining

follow in the footsteps of legends such as Richard

live questions and pre-recorded video reels to solve

O’Brien, Ed Tudor-Pole, and Richard Ayoade and

the answers. Does your team have what it takes

become your very own Maze Master.

INFOTAINMENT

You and your colleagues will be joined, via Zoom, by one of The

EVENT IN A BOX
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This interactive journey is hosted by a BGSA Instructor to facilitate

to survive?

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

8+
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 90
MINS
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THE MANOR MURDER

HAUNTED HOUSE ESCAPE

EVENT IN A BOX
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Take part in a virtual Murder
Mystery
like
”
no other. Join forces with your colleagues and
become lead investigators to solve a murder!

You have been locked in” a virtual Haunted House.
Working in teams you have to solve challenges to
win the 'key' to freedom and escape in time.

EVENT IN A BOX
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Each team selects a 'Ghost Whisperer’ and the only player who can

internationally renowned lawyer, Laura Norder, was found last

submit answers. The rest of the players will be 'Investigators’ and

night at the Manor.

guide their Whisperer to solve the clues and move through the

Initial reports suggest that Miss Norder was at the Manor

rooms.
The Whisperer and the Investigators see different screens

include a high-profile property tycoon and professional

on their mobile device, so good communication is critical.

athlete.

Teams need to complete the challenge in each room

There is a real sense of urgency in this case, to start
ruling out suspects and catch the killer.

before proceeding to the next.
The game includes mental and creative challenges,

INFOTAINMENT

for a school reunion, with other party guests thought to

EVENT IN A BOX
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A murder investigation has been launched after the body of

making sure that there's something for

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

90 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

everyone.
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MURDER MYSTERY LIVE

You and your team join” an 18-yearold Sherlock Holmes embarking on his
maiden investigation - the murder of
Lord Harrington at Chapelgate Manor.

A murder in Theatreland
and
the
seemingly
impossible
”
murder of a famous actress. An actor-led scenario that
captures the theatrical atmosphere of Vaudeville.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

In order to do so, you will need to investigate the grand stately
home, interact with characters and make the arrest, moving from

When Vanessa Adler is found dead in her locked dressing room,
right before her opening night performance, DI Smith has his
work cut out to discover how she was murdered, how the
murderer got away or indeed why the victim’s songbird also
lies dead in her golden cage.”

It seems like an open and shut case, but is it? Your mission

Participants will work in teams to solve the ‘who,

is to work your way through the Manor, complete your
investigation and identify the murderer. Elementary?
Perhaps not.

why and how’ while the detective and the victim’s
Understudy Eliza answer questions, and slowly
release suspect profiles and crime scene

INFOTAINMENT

room to room, solving clues, riddles, puzzles and mini-games.

EVENT IN A BOX
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SHERLOCK INVESTIGATES

EVENT IN A BOX
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photographs throughout.

20 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

20 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 90
MINS
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THE BIG QUIZ LIVE

THE ULTIMATE GAMESHOW

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

The Big Quiz Live will” entertain and
connect your team from their homes with a
collection of fun, fast-paced quiz challenges.

The Ultimate Gameshow
combines
the
best
”
bits from all of your favourite TV Gameshows,
resulting in a fast-paced, fun-filled experience.

EVENT IN A BOX
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Our Gameshow Host will guide everyone through proceedings
and encourage the competitive spirit. Team members each

Our Gameshow host will entertain your guests and lead teams
through the various interactive rounds, with plenty laughs and
memorable moments.

download the Big Quiz app with the digital answering

The mix of rounds allow for all teams to compete

system.

simultaneously in shows from Catchphrase to Countdown,

to choose from, and the ability for players to compete
as individuals or teams, the Big Quiz Live is an

and from The Price is Right to A Question of Sport! With
your company branding included to create a highly
personalised virtual event.

effective way to re-connect and re-energise

INFOTAINMENT

With a variety of quiz rounds and fun virtual challenges

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

It can also be fully customised through content and branding.

your team.

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 120
MINS
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LIVE MUSIC QUIZ

MASTER OF TASKS

EVENT IN A BOX
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Join us as we play our way
through
the
most
”
popular tunes of the last 50 years - testing your
musical knowledge every step along the way.

Hosted by our flamboyant
game
show
host,
”
in the virtual TV studio, we bring one of our
most popular events to your living room!

EVENT IN A BOX
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Guests compete in some ridiculous fun activities using Zoom, where

totally varied musical questions - testing just how well you know

they can be arranged into teams. Volunteers will be called upon

your Beatles from your Beyoncé, with all music being played by

to take part in activities.

a live band (pre-recorded from a studio).
In between racking your brains trying to remember how
of that second album - you can just sit back & listen to
our talented team of musicians entertain you.

household items.
Each game requires some creative thinking to interpret
the brief and teams can come up with some amazing
(and often hilarious) practical solutions to each
challenge we set them.

20 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

4+
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

30 - 90
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

many members made up that particular band or the title

Rounds include a selection of practical challenges that use

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Our compere for the evening will guide you through 10 rounds of

TEAM
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TASKMASTER LIVE

GREAT BRITISH PUB QUIZ

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Play the BAFTA winning
show
live
”
at your own event.

A quiz with a difference,
our
resident
pub
”
landlord Al Murray will host your very
own unique quiz for all your team.

EVENT IN A BOX
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Taskmaster is an international TV hit where hosts Greg Davies
and Alex Horne test the wit and wisdom of 5 hyper competitive

No more boring quizzes, our comedian will not only host and run

points awarded for each challenge completed.

the quiz but provide some comedy entertainment along the way.

Taskmaster Live is the perfect blend of interactivity and

We can provide an array of comedians who can also host a quiz

entertainment that transfer well to the virtual world.

including Jayde Adams and Ed Gamble.

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

comedians with a series of fun and surreal challenges with

There are 3 options available - a self- hosted version
INFOTAINMENT

with a recorded message from Alex Horne, a version
hosted by Alex Horne with live challenges or the
premium option of a live Taskmaster with Greg
Davies and Alex Horne.

5+
PEOPLE

60
MINS

20 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 90
MINS
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The 90’s classic is about” to return your
lounge, this time through an interactive game
show hosted by legendary 90’s DJ Pat Sharp.

We’ve taken the traditional
game
”
of Bingo and completely flipped
it on its head and turned it into a
virtual experience like no other!

Pat creates the fun and laughs and madness of the 90’s classic TV
show with an online quiz and interactive game show with rounds
such as scavenger hunt, fastest finger first and guess the intro.

Fit for any remote working team, this show has everything from

Players can play as individuals or as a team.

party rounds, dance offs, lip sync battles and plenty of wacky and

Pat Sharp is the heart of the entertainment ensuring

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

VIRTUAL BINGO

EVENT IN A BOX
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FUN HOUSE

EVENT IN A BOX
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wonderful prizes.
Delivered straight from your screen we bring you the

having fun.

ultimate virtual party experience. This event is guaranteed
to have the whole Zoom call laughing, singing and
dancing. Our professional and hilarious host will make

INFOTAINMENT

everyone is enjoying their game show experience and

sure everyone is well looked after!

20 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

40 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

TEAM
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VIRTUAL HAPPY HOUR

VIRTUAL RACE NIGHT

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Just because your event” is taking
place online doesn’t mean it
can’t rock!

Place your virtual bets ”and cheer on
your pick of the horses in this fun-filled,
unique and highly engaging activity.

EVENT IN A BOX
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including a Rock and Roll Games Show putting your team's music

Race Night Host will welcome everyone to this evening of

knowledge and talents to the test.

entertainment and competition.

Renowned musician-MCs will ensure the session is high-

Participants will be put into mini-teams where they will study

energy, creating the feel of a legendary late-night talk

the form before placing their bets via the branded digital

show. Throughout the happy hour, the musicians will also

betting system.

write and perform an original song taking inspiration
from the participants.

The real-time leaderboards will keep everyone in
the competitive spirit, but teams will need to think

This virtual event is a great family-friendly option

strategically - if their virtual bankroll runs out too

too, so no one need miss out!

soon, they risk points being deducted from their

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

final score!

INFOTAINMENT

Once participants have joined the video conference, your

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Arrange an hour of non-stop entertainment for your get-together,

TEAM
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GETTING A-HEAD

From Blackjack, Three-Card
Poker
and
Texas
”
Hold Em' Poker to Roulette and Craps, the
casino games are great for networking and
connecting guests around the world.

A fun creative lockdown
team
”
building event to offset all that
screen time!

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

Entertain hundreds of guests with multiple breakout rooms. We
can customise the table with personalised player name tags and a
logo/image of your choice.
digital name presented on the table. Our professional
croupier will explain the proceedings of the evening and
rules of the game(s). Players then have the allocated
time to accumulate as many chips as possible – and
not got bust!

15 +
PEOPLE

nominated charity. It now works effortlessly for your homeworking teams.
Participants will collaborate as a team to create a
beautifully illustrated children’s bed headboard, using
jigsaw pieces. This makes for a hugely rewarding
activity for participants, with completed headboards
being delivered to children in care to help make a
difference.

90 - 120
MINS

8+
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

FROM
60 MINS

teams create and build beds which ultimately get donated to a

INFOTAINMENT

Upon joining the table, each player will have their chips and

Creatively adapted from a normally ‘live’ CSR challenge, where

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

VIRTUAL CASINO

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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ONBOARD CHALLENGE

to make and decorate their own skateboard. This is your chance
to find out if you have any secret graffiti artists in the ‘office’!
Prior to the session we will help you decide the charity who

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Participants will receive an event pack with everything they require

Our home delivery service to
your remote workers, getting
them involved from the comfort
of their own house.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

This charity team build” activity
is a great opportunity for teams
to be creative, but also give back.

Event in a Box

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

40

will receive your finished creations. One of the charities
protective gear, which will then be given to children
who would like to learn this fun sport.

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

120 - 150
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

we work with provides foster carers with the boards and

TEAM
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CHEESE & WINE TASTING

WINE TASTING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Send participants tasting packs sample wine bottles and a selection
of British cheeses.

In this wine tasting experience, our
expert wine host will guide the attendees
through the different grape varieties...

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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...used to produce the 6 x wines provided in their event pack. Each

wine bottles and a selection of British cheeses (vegan alternatives

pack will include 3 x white wines & 3 x red wines, so there should

available on request). Each pack can be shared between 2

be something for everybody.

people, so this is a perfect activity to invite staff or clients,
and a plus-1 to. All your guests will need is a couple of wine

taste and the principles of pairing with food. All attendees
will need to provide to participate is their wine glasses.

Once everyone has joined the video call, your guests

They can then sit back and relax and enjoy the session,

can sit back and sip, whilst being entertained and

with the opportunity to ask plenty of questions

educated by an expert sommelier. There is also

throughout.

INFOTAINMENT

glasses and internet connection.

Guests will learn how to recognize a grape through smell and

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

We send participants tasting packs, including 6 x 100ml sample

the option to add interactive elements into this

UP TO
60 MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

UP TO
60 MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

tasting experience such as games and quizzes.

TEAM
CHALLENGES

CHEESE TASTING (with wine)

COCKTAIL EXPERIENCE

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Send participants tasting packs sample wine bottles and a selection
of British cheeses.

Participants will log in to the meeting and be
guided through making the cocktails by one of
our charming and engaging mixologist presenters.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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Participants will be sent a cocktail pack in the post containing

wine bottles and a selection of British cheeses (vegan alternatives

ingredients for 9 cocktails (3 different varieties), as well as a

available on request). Each pack can be shared between 2

cocktail shaker, spirit measurer, mesh strainer and dehydrated

people, so this is a perfect activity to invite staff or clients,

garnishes.

and a plus-1 to. All your guests will need is a couple of wine

After an introduction from our mixologist explaining what
they will be doing, participants will be shown how to
create each of the cocktails with the opportunity to

can sit back and sip, whilst being entertained and

ask questions along the way. After each cocktail

educated by an expert sommelier. There is also

recipe has been demonstrated our specialist will

the option to add interactive elements into this

choose 2 guests to race head-to-head to see

tasting experience such as games and quizzes.

who can make their cocktails in the quickest
time!

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

2 - 50
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

Once everyone has joined the video call, your guests

INFOTAINMENT

glasses and internet connection.

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

We send participants tasting packs, including 6 x 100ml sample

TEAM
CHALLENGES

GIN TASTING

WHISKY TASTING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Participants will be sent our gin boxes in
advance of the event. All your guests will need
are some glasses and ice - internet connection.

Our expert Whisky host will take you on a journey
where your guests will be able to taste 5 different
whiskies and learn the different characteristics.

EVENT IN A BOX
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As part of this, the host will also explain the production techniques

everyone will be doing during the experience and make sure they

used to create them.

have everything they need in front of them.
Guests will be taken through a history of gin whilst sampling
5 different gins with varying profiles. After each gin tasting

audience may have.
To enhance the experience there is the option to upgrade
your kit to include luxury snacks that have been chosen

When all 5 gins have been tasted, guests will then

to pair with the Whisky provided. The snacks can

select their favourite to go with the craft tonic and

include dark chocolate, truffles, dried meats, fudge

garnishes provided.

and dried fruits.

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

the host will be able to answer any questions.

After each tasting our specialist will answer any questions the

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Our expert host will introduce himself and run through what

TEAM
CHALLENGES

If your team are missing the pub,
why not organise a beer tasting
experience for them?

Beer is the world’s most popular
alcoholic drink so why not celebrate the
fact with a beer & chocolate masterclass
hosted by our beer sommelier.

Ahead of the event, participants will receive their beer box which
will include 3 x Craft Beers (1 x Lager, 1 x IPA & 1 x Porter) plus 3
x Snack Pairings (Chocolate, Peanuts & Cheese).
During the event, our expert beer host will take the guests
through the 3 beers selected. They will explain the
All participants will require to get involved is 3 glasses
for the tasting.
This activity is a great choice for teams wanting to
socialise and learn something new.

10 +
PEOPLE

beer like a professional. Plus plenty of fascinating facts about
beer.
The tasting session will finish with a beer quiz. Each guest
will receive a gift pack of three different beers, three
different chocolate bars matched with the beer, a
professional beer tasting glass, and a pair of comfy
socks to wear when sitting and enjoying the show.

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

of beer come from, how to identify beer styles, and how to taste

INFOTAINMENT

production process and the characteristics of each beer.

Jane will enlighten the audience on where the aromas and flavours

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

BEER & CHOC TASTING

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

BEER TASTING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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TEAM
CHALLENGES

TASTE EXPLORER

Mead is the world’s oldest purposely-made
alcoholic drink, made by fermenting honey,
consumed by humans for thousands of years
and yet most people have never tried it.

Let us take you on a journey of
flavour discovery as we baffle your
taste buds and blow your senses.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

Our host will introduce some of the best craft mead made by
Britain’s most inventive mead producers. Our host will explain
how mead is made, how additional ingredients such as hops
influence the aroma and flavour, and how to taste mead like

We post out a box of edible magic to each participant and then run
a Virtual Flavour Explorer session live from our Flavour Lab.
From taste changing sweets to eye boggling experiments you’ll
discover your personal flavour profile and learn what makes

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

MEAD TASTING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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your perfect taste experience.
INFOTAINMENT

a professional.
The group will be surprised at the variety of different
meads (4 will be supplied) – none of them sweet. We
will finish the tasting session with a mead quiz to
test the groups new-found mead genius.

10 +
PEOPLE

UP TO
60 MINS

15 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 90
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES

VIRTUALLY SUSHI

Making your own canapés will always
impress your guests. The attention to detail
and the time taken to make them will always
make them feel special.

Welcome to the wonderful world
of sushi - low in fat, packed full of
omega 3 and vitamins, and tasty!

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

This virtual cookery experience class is packed full of tips and
tricks to help you create tasty, simple and effective canapes.
The experience can be run as a competitive challenge or a
masterclass experience.
canapés – they’ll help the group plan and manage

making under the guidance of our expert chef. It’s an excellent
opportunity to have some fun learning a new skill.
We will deliver sushi-making kits to the homes of every
participant, so they’ll be equipped with everything to make
a variety of different sushi including Maki sushi, Uramaki,
Nigiri & Temaki.

time in the kitchen and show them how to make

INFOTAINMENT

Our chef will dispel the myth around over-complicated

Our workshop is the perfect way to experience hands-on sushi

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

CANAPE CREATIONS

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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impressive canapés that are quick and simple to
master.

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 120
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES

Make delicious chocolates with your
team and immerse yourself in the
wonderful world of chocolate.

Choose from baking Brownies, Amaretti
Biscuits or American Choc Chip Cookies and
we’ll send you everything you need to cook up
a storm from the comfort of your own home!

Learn about the cocoa bean, how it becomes a chocolate bar
from a bean and watch a professional Belgian chocolate making
demonstration. Learn how to make ganache, the art of

Once your kit arrives, our virtual host will take you through the

tempering, dipping and decorating techniques.

process to make these super tasty and simple to bake treats.

We can introduce a competitive element, with smaller

This is a great one to get your family members involved in….
although then you have to share the goodies!

and packaging to present back to the group. All
pre-weighed ingredients will be delivered in a
temperature-controlled boxes to the homes of

INFOTAINMENT

teams working together to also develop a brand

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

BAKE ALONG

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

VIRTUALLY CHOCOLATE

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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all participants.

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 120
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES

COOKALONG

MICHELIN MASTERCLASS

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

This fun and sociable virtual event offers the
opportunity to cook along with clients or
colleagues and a variety of professional chefs

Invite your guests to a unique
masterclass with Michelin-starred
chef Tom Kerridge.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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Ahead of the event we will share a list of recipes for you to choose

wide range of cuisines and we’ll match the best chef and menu to

from such as ‘Rump Steak Stew with Mushrooms and Spinach’.

suit your requirements.

This recipe will then be demonstrated during the virtual event

The Cookalongs are completely bespoke. We are able to

by Tom himself.
We can create a digital recipe card or, for an additional

pairings and chocolates. You and your guests will receive

cost, send ingredient boxes direct to participants homes.

the freshest, pre-measured ingredients to make this a

There is the option to upgrade the packs and include

seamless and authentic culinary experience.

an apron and signed cookbook. Your session will be
filmed live by a professional cameraman to ensure

INFOTAINMENT

procure any extras you may want to include, such as wine

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

- from MasterChef Finalists to Cookbook Authors. Select from a

everyone sees the cooking process from

60 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

all angles.

TEAM
CHALLENGES

THE CULINARY GAMES

PASTA MAKING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

This is a fast, fun and action-packed
series of foodie challenges, great for
energetic and competitive teams.

Transport yourselves to Italy virtually and learn
how to make homemade ravioli, tagliatelle or
farfalle in this pasta making workshop.

EVENT IN A BOX
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Participants will be able to have a go making different pasta shapes

undertake a series of technical and culinary challenges including:

and simple sauces, which can then be re-created for family and

• Instant cupcake – bake and decorate cupcake
• The Rose challenge – making roses out of specific
ingredients
the round

a shopping list or tools and the ingredients dependent
on your budget. Find your love for home cooking and
cooking from scratch and enjoy experimenting with
ingredients. This workshop would also be perfect

• Chocolate truffle making – master how to make

paired with our wine tasting experience for
something extra special.

your own truffles

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

20 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 120
MINS

You have the option to provide participants with tools and

INFOTAINMENT

• Perfect Yorkie Puds – biggest and best puddings win

friends.

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

After a short welcome, the group is split into teams to then

TEAM
CHALLENGES

MOLECULAR

DOUGHNUT DECORATING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

In this exciting masterclass, guests
will be wowed by weird, wacky and
wonderful mystical molecular activity.

Get your colleagues doughnut
decorating for some mid-week
fun!

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

60

Participants will be sent home-kits with doughnut rings, piping

will present a variety of techniques that can be used to add the

bags and toppings ready for a doughnut decorating competition.

wow factor into dishes.

A chance to have fun, get creative and do something a little

Once everyone has watched the demonstration, they will

different.
We can send your participants matching aprons, so

An example menu for this event could include mango

everyone looks competition-ready when you meet on

and coconut fried eggs, chocolate fondant with white

video. This activity can be self-hosted, but we can also

snow and raspberry spheres or popping candy

provide a host if preferred to introduce the activity,

whisky chocolate truffles.

set a countdown clock, judge the best-looking

INFOTAINMENT

have the opportunity to replicate a few tricks themselves.

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Participants will be welcomed by a Michelin Star trained Chef who

creations and award some prizes!

10 +
PEOPLE

30 - 60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

120
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES

AFTERNOON TEA

NITRO ICE CREAM MAKING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Deliver teatime goodies to your
employees or customers for a
special treat.

Experience a guaranteed wow moment and
put your new knowledge to the test in our
virtual Nitrogen Ice Cream Making Workshop.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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participants will get to watch a fun, online talk and take part in
an etiquette test – from making tea the 'posh' way to a debate
about whether it should be the jam or the cream on the scone
first!

We’ll deliver all the materials and ingredients needed.
Join our experienced ice cream chef online to learn from their
top tips and years of experience. Keep a mixing bowl and
strong spoon to hand. Then, it’s time to get flavour creative

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

There is the option for this to be a hosted experience, where

with items foraged from your own kitchen.

own with the ‘Home Bake Scone Kit’ - this can be off
camera; participants would just be encouraged to
send in photos so you can compare the results and
get everyone to vote on the best one.

10 +
PEOPLE

making competition. Your efforts will result in a
loads of superior quality ice cream hand churned
by yourself in a fraction of the time it’d take for
normal ice cream.

60
MINS

12 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

UP TO
60 MINS

Get ready, get set, freeze! for our virtual ice cream

INFOTAINMENT

Alternatively, you can get your participants baking their

TEAM
CHALLENGES

TRUFFLES & MARTINIS

TIE DYE WORKSHOP

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

In this activity participants will
have the chance to make their
own chocolate truffles.

Breathe new life into old
clothes
”
and get creative in this colourful
tie-dye workshop!

EVENT IN A BOX
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truffle making process. Ahead of the event, participants will
receive event packs with all the ingredients and equipment

Participants will have fun learning tying techniques in order to
make different designs and patterns. Once they’ve mastered this,
they will be taught how to apply the dye to get the perfect

required.

finished look.

Participants will be encouraged to get creative, with the

In each kit we will provide participants with a t-shirt and

There is also the option to upgrade your masterclass to
include ingredients to make a chocolate martini for an
extra sweet treat!

12 +
PEOPLE

yours! We will also provide a bit of extra dye, in case
participants want to upcycle some of their own
items as well.

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

90 - 120
MINS

tote bag or t-shirt and pair of socks – the choice is

INFOTAINMENT

different flavour combinations from berry to honeycomb.

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Hosted by an expert chocolatier, they will be guided though the

TEAM
CHALLENGES

ABSTRACT PAINTING

In this drawing class participants
will
”
have the opportunity to learn tips and
techniques, giving them an introduction
to the drawing materials provided.

This beginner level virtual
abstract
”
painting workshop is a great mindfulness
exercise for your employees.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

We will work with you to choose a bespoke theme in advance such
as botanical drawing or self-portraits. The instructor will supply
reference images, or you can choose to draw something in your
own home.
produced but is designed to give participants the
chance to do something relaxing and therapeutic. It

assistance and conceptual guidance to help everyone with their
own painting style.
Using a full range of materials and two canvasses,
individuals will be taught how to express themselves and
given the opportunity to develop their artistic abilities.
This activity is a free-flowing, therapeutic session
suitable for any skill-level.

is a great option for teams looking to connect and

INFOTAINMENT

This mindful activity isn’t only about the final artwork

In this lesson your instructor will give inspirational advice, technical

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

DRAWING CLASS

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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do something different during their usual working

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

day.

TEAM
CHALLENGES

WATERCOLOUR PAINTING

MARBLING WORKSHOP

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Considered one of the most
relaxing
art
forms,
”
participants will get the chance to work with colours
and express themselves in this therapeutic session.

Swirl inks and make beautiful
”
patterns with your marbling kit in
this creative workshop.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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Give your employees the chance to relax and network whilst

confidence using the art materials provided.

learning a new skill. Participants will learn how to make marbled

Using two types of watercolour paints, individuals can try out

paper, envelopes and gift tags as well as a marbled ceramic pot.
The instructor will teach everyone how to make the most

but participants are able to be as creative as they would

effective patterns and how to adapt your techniques

like. Participants will also have enough materials so

to suit different surfaces. Impressive results can be

they can continue using their kit after the session to

produced no matter what skill level you are and can

unwind.

also be applied at home to decorate your own
unique items.

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 90
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

new styles and moods. The instructor will give inspiration,

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Suitable for beginners, the instructor will build up participants

TEAM
CHALLENGES

NEON SIGN MAKING

INDOOR GARDENING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Our expert tutor will teach
participants
how
”
to design and make their own neon style
sign using light-up electro luminous wire.

In this indoor gardening
workshop,
”
you will learn from a highly
experienced horticulturalist...

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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how to plant herbs and salad indoors, how to sprout seeds, how

design with the guidance of the instructor.

to propagate plants and how to regrow vegetables from your

This fun activity, will give your employees the chance to

leftover scraps.
Your kit will include 3 herb and salad seed packets that can

participants can show off their artwork for the chance

be grown on any window ledge and 2 sprouting seed

to be crowned the winner with a prize sent in the post

packets to grow nutritious micro-greens to add to your

after the event.

salads, smoothies and meals.

10 +
PEOPLE

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 120
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

learn a new skill. We can also add a competitive twist, so

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Each person will have the freedom to create their own personalised

TEAM
CHALLENGES

TERRARIUM WORKSHOP

HERB GARDENING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Guests will escape to a virtual
”
"tropical jungle", where they will be
joined by an expert plant geek.

This activity gives participants
the
”
chance to connect with nature, be
creative and learn a new skill.

EVENT IN A BOX
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A kit will be posted out in advance containing a mixture of different

"jarden" - living garden in a jar! After a demonstration and some

herbs which can be used in cooking, teas, cocktails and beauty

fascinating facts about the history of terraniums and how they

products.

work, guests will have the opportunity to try for themselves!

During the session participants will learn how to create their
own mini herb garden that is suitable for inside or out.

techniques, how to build each layer and how to look

Our expert gardener will be on hand to share recipe

after the terrarium afterwards so that the plants

ideas, explain nifty potting techniques and advise how

thrive and eventually take care of themselves.

to maintain the garden and keep it thriving for years

They will learn how each layer contributes to the

to come.

INFOTAINMENT

Participants will be guided through each step; planting

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

This session is about bringing a bit of nature indoors by creating a

overall wellbeing of this self-sustainable ecosystem.

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES

KOKEDAMA

WREATH MAKING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Kokedama, meaning ‘moss
ball’,
is
an
”
ancient Japanese art form and still very
popular in Japanese gardens today.

In this activity participants
will
learn
how
”
to make a beautiful living wreath for the
seasons, using seasonal foliage.

EVENT IN A BOX
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These beautiful planted arrangements will last for weeks, with

be given a demonstration on traditional planting and wrapping

different flowers blooming at different times.

techniques.

Hosted by an expert florist, participants will be guided through
each step from making the moss base, planting the bulbs

or strung up. Participants will be shown how to make a

within the wreath, adding foliage and decorations and

macrame string cradle which their kokedama can sit in.

maintaining the living wreath. Suitable for inside or

This botanical craze looks stunning, but best of all

outside; you can hang on a door, use as an Easter

is wonderfully low maintenance so even the self-

table centre piece or give as a gift.

confessed plant killers can get theirs to thrive!

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

Kokedama can either be displayed as an ornamental plate

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Hosted by our expert gardener in the virtual Zen garden, guests will

TEAM
CHALLENGES

ECO WAX WRAP MAKING

As part of this virtual event
experience
”
your guests will be taught the artisan
craft of willow weaving so they can make
their own natural bird feeder.

In this unique activity, ”participants will
learn how to design, print and make
their own wax food wraps.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

Hosted by our expert, guests will be guided though each step from
making their own template and base to learning about different
types of willow and basket weaving techniques.
chance to learn a new skill and focus on nature. After the
session participants can place their willow bird feeder
in their garden or give as a gift. We will also include
instructions for a bonus project that can be created
with spare materials.

10 +
PEOPLE

Hosted by our expert, guests will begin by using lino cutting
equipment to make their own stamps before learning how
to infuse the wax onto their printed cotton. At the end
of the activity participants will have a beautiful set of
wraps to keep or give as gifts.
After the session participants can re-use their
bespoke stamps to make more wraps in the
future or create matching cards and gift wrap.

60 - 90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

an eco alternative to cling film.

INFOTAINMENT

This mindful and relaxing pastime will give participants the

This activity is perfect for promoting sustainability, as it focuses on

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

WILLOW WEAVING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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TEAM
CHALLENGES

BOOK BINDING

Nature lovers are calling” upon
homeowners to put up nest boxes for
their feathered friends!

Invite your guests to learn
a
new
”
skill – the art of book binding.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

BIRD HUOSE MAKING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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Guests will be taught how to fold and cut the pages, stitch
the book block together and encase the pages in decorative

create one of their own?

At the end of this mindful activity guests will have made

In this fun, hands-on workshop, participants will be sent all the

something they can really use. The books can be used as

tools required to produce their own nest box. The wooden

notebooks, diaries, sketchbooks or mindful gratitude

panels will be sent pre-cut and pre-drilled, ready for

journals. We will also include additional instructions

participants to put together. As part of this session, our

in your kits so that participants can continue to

expert will also show everyone how to make a natural

explore their new-found book binding talents

bird feeder so they can encourage birds to enjoy

after the session!

their garden or outdoor surroundings.

10 +
PEOPLE

90
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

endpapers and covers.

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

So why not invite your colleagues or clients to learn a new skill and

TEAM
CHALLENGES

With all this hand washing
going
on,
what
”
could be more appropriate than learning
how to make stunning handmade soaps?

During this activity participants
will
have
”
the opportunity to make a range of hand
made, vegan, soy wax candles using the
materials provided in their kits.

These will be an eco-friendly alternative to bottled liquid soaps.
Participants will receive all the materials and ingredients they
need for this activity ahead of the event.
All ingredients have already gone through the saponification
process, meaning there are no dangerous chemicals to
soaps from a novelty rubber duck soap to loofah and
cake soaps. This is a chance for participants to be
creative and bring out their artistic side.

from preparing the mould, melting the wax, adding dyes and
fragrances and arranging the wick.
Each participant will make a candle in a tin, pillar candle
and tealights. This activity can also be turned into a
competitive challenge, similar to ‘The Apprentice’.
Participants can be put into teams, in breakout rooms
and tasked with creating and pitching their own

INFOTAINMENT

worry about. Participants can make a range of fun

Hosted by an expert, participants will be guided through each step

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

CHANDLERS APPRENTICE

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

GOOD CLEAN FUN

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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candle range to the judges.

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

120
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES

JEWELLERY MAKING

This activity is a great ”option for in
between meetings, to allow participants
the opportunity to practice mindfulness
and find some Zen in their day!

Send your participants a little box
of creativity and give them the tools
they need to learn a new skill.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

The meaning of the word Mandala is “circle” – these are often
used in meditation and yoga, signifying the universe, wholeness
and a sacred space to focus attention and shut away external
influences.
cupboards and find three round objects to draw around.
Ideally these will be approx. 6cm, 12cm and 18cm
e.g., cups, plates and saucepan lids. Everything else
they need will be provided in their event packs.

10 +
PEOPLE

this ancient art of lost-wax casting, before guiding you through
the process so you can make your own creation.
After the session participants can send off their carving
for casting, so that their creation can be finished and
returned with silver plating. There is the option to
upgrade to gold plating or stone setting if preferred.
This activity is great fun and allows participants to
keep a souvenir from the event.

90 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

using wax. Your expert jewellery host will give a brief history on

INFOTAINMENT

To take part all participants will need to do is raid their

In this session you will learn how to carve bespoke jewellery pieces

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

MINDFUL MANDALAS

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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TEAM
CHALLENGES

ORIGAMI

MODERN CALLIGRAPHY

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Folding origami offers ”benefits similar
to mindfulness meditation but in a
more accessible way.

The workshop starts with an introduction
to calligraphy and a demonstration by
the Master Calligrapher.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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They will then teach the basic skills, letter strokes and direction and

and engaging. The calm, fun and easy to follow origami

how to join them up and make words.

workshops are a great way of learning a new skill that can be
taken away and practiced in your own time.

The workshop will involve participants producing a piece
of ‘calligraphic art’ from an original template designed by
the host which they can keep, frame or gift. We can

as a brief discussion on the impact of origami on the

also include an ‘inspiration page’ - a few common

nervous system and connection to mindfulness. The

phrases for them to be able to use after the event to

experienced origami teacher uses a dual-camera

create their own gift tags and cards - for example

set-up to ensure everyone gets to see the paper

‘Happy Birthday’, ‘Congratulations’ or a collection

folding clearly.

motivational quotes.

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

The session includes making 2-3 pieces each as well

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

These tailored workshops are designed to be relaxing, rewarding

TEAM
CHALLENGES

In this relaxing, fun workshop
”
participants will be able to design
and create their own bespoke clay
pot and ‘clay mate’ character.

Join us for this creative masterclass as we explore
the world of edible artistry through mystery
flavours, colour combinations, abstract candy
marks, edible canvases and more - finishing with
your mouth-watering masterpiece.

This activity will allow participants to switch off from their working
day and focus on mindfulness and creativity.
Hosted by our expert in the virtual studio, participants will be
traditional potters’ slab building techniques and then they
will get the chance to explore their silly side by forming
their pot into a weird and wonderful character with

This unique virtual, live session lasts for 60 minutes and has
been created with one thing in mind: to release your inner
Van Gough. Whether you’re a closet impressionist or if
paint-by-numbers is more your thing, this session is for
anyone who can hold a paintbrush!

their own design.

10 +
PEOPLE

60
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

INFOTAINMENT

guided throughout the craft process. First, they will learn

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

EDIBLE PAINTING

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

CLAY TIME

EVENT IN A BOX
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TEAM
CHALLENGES

Presented with vigorous movement of arms and hands, stamping
feet and rhythmical chanting - a great way to get your team
energized and unified.
It can be delivered in a short burst or over a longer

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Online sessions and workshops
and events designed to engage,
educate and entertain.

Popularised globally by the New Zealand All
Blacks national rugby team, the “Ka Mate” Haka
is a traditional challenge from the Maori people.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

Infotainment

THE KA MATE HAKA

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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60-minute session. The experience is lead by our expert
tradition to participants – to overcome adversity and
thrive! Once all parts have been rehearsed, everyone
can finish the session with a grand Haka finale as if

INFOTAINMENT

Haka facilitator, who can also explain the purpose of this

it were being performed in the stadium.

10 +
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

15 - 60
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES

BODY PERX

SPEAKER SESSIONS

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

This energiser is an action-packed programme
of visual performance and fun. It’s a great way to
get people up out of their seats and moving!

Educate and entertain your
”
community by bringing relevant
content into their homes.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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spectacular of movement and percussive sound, orchestrated
by our energetic facilitator who will guide the session and get

A big-name speaker can draw in a crowd at a live event, so why
not use the same approach for your virtual event? People love
a story, so create a buzz around your upcoming webinar and

everyone involved.

book a speaker to deliver a keynote and/or Q&A session.

It’s the perfect ice-breaker with a focus on health and

We’re connected to a huge network of professionals in

option to send everyone coloured gloves - and even
get family members at home involved too for a more
informal session.

5+
PEOPLE

can help you secure talent that can deliver content
aligned to your event objectives and organisation’s
brand identity.

UP TO
60 MINS

5+
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

15 - 60
MINS

the world of business, entertainment and politics and

INFOTAINMENT

wellbeing for your team members. There is also the

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Everyone will use their hands and body to create a visual

TEAM
CHALLENGES

IMPROV WORKSHOPS

RHYME OR REASON

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Entertain and inspire by
”
booking a motivational speaker
with a comedic twist!

This Poetry Workshop will
”
surprise everyone through
entertainment and output.

EVENT IN A BOX
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The spontaneous poet will kick things off by introducing his art to

workshop for smaller groups. Using improvisational theatre

the audience – taking random words and ideas from the group

to enhance people’s skills in communication, leadership and

and crafting them into fun, short poems on the spot.

innovation this is an effective way to “Improv Your Biz”!

Then it’s over to you. Either in groups or as individuals, he
will guide you through the process of producing your own

participate in varied sessions from pitching skills to tips

piece of simple rhyming poetry. The result, a collection

bringing some Va-Va-Voom to your Zoom calls. In

of creative, amusing – and perhaps even inspiring -

business there is no script, every conversation is to

poems totally unique to your group.

some extent an improvised scene so inspire your

INFOTAINMENT

Get ready to learn and laugh with your colleagues and

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

This content can be delivered as a keynote or as an interactive

team to start thinking this way!

5+
PEOPLE

45 - 60
MINS

5+
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60 - 90
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES

VIRTUALLY MAGIC…

DIGITAL SCRIBING

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES

Sit back and enjoy some
outstanding
”
virtual magic with our top
magician Lee.

Add interest to your remote
”
meeting and create an experience
with a digital scribing service.

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS
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take your guests on a magical journey.

can capture your content at their studio desks and share work in

In the experience we can also teach your guests a trick either

real-time.

using household items or we can send out trick decks of

This can be used for events of all sizes and is a great way to

cards for everyone.

keep participants engaged throughout. After the event,

The session can be used as an ice breaker for 30

you will be able to showcase this high-impact, highly

minutes or a full session of 1 hour, depending on your
event timings.

5+
PEOPLE

tangible for your virtual audience!

UNLIMITED

5+
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

30 - 60
MINS

shareable visual – a powerful way to make ideas

INFOTAINMENT

With a live video or audio feed from your online event, the scribes

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

With professional studio lighting and multi-camera set-up, Lee will

TEAM
CHALLENGES

A truly unique experience
from
a
”
distinguished former BBC TV newsreader
and reporter with over 30 years' experience
at the world's most respected broadcaster.

We have a wide range of
wellness
related
activities,
”
workshops and experiences that are perfect for
events or extended programmes, designed to
engage, entertain and energise your remote workers.

Our expert offers a range of news themed workshops from
facilitated sessions around productivity on eye-watering
deadlines, to practical tips that will help you make your online
meetings as polished as a news bulletin, and powerful

Activities include:
• Workshops hosted by experts in resilience & behavioural agility

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

WORKPLACE WELLNESS

EVENT IN A BOX
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HEADLINES & DEADLINES

EVENT IN A BOX
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• Modern Life Skills Workshops
• Nutrition and healthy eating workshops

techniques that all reporters know. You can even have a

• Wellbeing cooking masterclasses

go reading the news off a rolling teleprompter - in his

• Online exercise classes, tailored to your group

real, or virtual, studio!

• The Beauty of Sleep

INFOTAINMENT

communication by using the in-your-face storytelling

• How to Breathe and Laughter Yoga

5+
PEOPLE

UP TO
60 MINS

5+
PEOPLE

ENTERTAINMENT

60
MINS

TEAM
CHALLENGES
EVENT IN A BOX
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Entertainment

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

Comedians

Digital/live magic

Comedy music acts

Cabaret Acts

illusionists

Celeb comedy podcasts

Mind readers

Live musicians

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

We have a wide range of acts
and performers to breathe ‘live’
into your online events...

”

INFOTAINMENT
ENTERTAINMENT

TEAM
CHALLENGES

A fun evening...
Well done on organising a fun evening. Not an
easy thing to pull off but you and the team did
a great job. I know it added some much needed
light-hearted fun into what’s been a full on year.

Still buzzing after!! ...

The team really enjoyed the Arctic Escape
challenge - and it's now become a running
joke in the team that none of us were able
to make it out alive!

Absolutely flex to any which way to delight
the customer, knowledge, experience,
completely trustworthy and approachable.
My go-to rock.

Really fun activity that helped to bring us
together while all being remote.
Please send our thanks
to Pippa!

Executive Assistant & Commercial Support,
Monster Energy
Virtual Leadership Team Event

Cloud Sales Excellence Lead, Google
Virtual Team Event

I have never had so much great feedback
after an event! Even this morning people are
still messaging me! Please past on our thanks
to your colleagues they were absolutely
FAB!!
I am sure you will be hearing from me again
to plan the next event whenever that may
be..although not sure anything will be able to
top last night!
Executive Assistant, PGIM Real Estate
Virtual Team Event

So much fun...
The event, vibe & timings were all great!!
It was so much fun and great to see the team
smiling/panicking, doing bizarre things!
EA to CEO, Moonpig Group
Virtual Team Event

INFOTAINMENT

What can I say – first time I saw you,
I thought “yes, that’s a deliverer and
agile too” – totally brilliant. 360 degrees
perfection.

Retail Director, River Island
Virtual Party & Awards

EVENT IN A BOX
ARTS & CRAFTS

Helped bring us together...

”

EVENT IN A BOX
CULINARY ARTS

360 degrees perfection...

Oh my goodness! Allison! Where do I begin!
I think that was the most fun I have had in the
last year! I had to set up an “after party”
Teams call as we were all still buzzing after
the event finished.

EVENT IN A BOX
TASTING EXPERIENCES
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Our clients

ENTERTAINMENT
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For more info...
Simply connect with us, share your
thoughts and we’ll share our ideas
MAKE AN ENQUIRY

01992 558820
hello@rockitfish.co.uk

www.rockitfish.co.uk
@ rockitfish10

